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� is second issue of TRACES Journal has been designed as a dialogue among 
the scienti� c coordinators of some of the most recent European Union’s � ag-
ship research projects focusing on museums and heritage studies, including 
some recently concluded programmes as well as some newer researches 
launched under the H2020 umbrella.  
Despite obvious di� erences, all of these projects share a common attention 
on contemporary social and economic issues, and a view to developing in-
strumental cultural policy, advancing museum and heritage practice and, 
ultimately, ameliorating key contemporary problems. Our time, however, is 
one of upsetting changes. Some years a� er the commencement of the � rst re-
search programmes included here, European socio-cultural and political re-
ality has undergone dramatical shi� s, connected to phenomena that were not 
entirely predictable at the time they were funded. � e heightened pro� le and 
nature of terrorist threats signalled by the escalation of attacks and their vi-
olence, the refugee crisis and EU countries’ di� erent responses to it, the col-
lapse of the Greek economy, BREXIT, the increasingly di�  cult relations with 
(and sometimes between) the historic ‘Europe makers’, Turkey and Russia, 
the entrenchment of nationalist movements and parties, the mobilization of 
exclusionary European identities, an entirely changed global situation con-
nected to con� ict in the Middle East... � ese are all factors that were (largely) 
beyond view in the � rst major tranche of EU-funded research into museums 
and heritage, and to which current projects must adapt. 
Arguably the current economic and political crisis of Europe is also a crisis of 
values and identities; it is a cultural crisis. In such a context it is increasingly 
evident how social and political con� icts between and within European states 
are acted out also on the � eld of culture, including heritage institution and 
practices. We invited selected scholars who are currently or recently involved 
in major EU funded research programmes in the � eld to re� ect on what this 
changed world means for our research and for museum and heritage practice. 
We called upon them to question what roles heritage can and should play to 
address social division and crisis in Europe. We asked them about the focus 
and the scope of their projects and their relevance in view of contemporary 
social, political and economic issues a� ecting Europe and its inhabitants; the 
expected impact of their research as well as the in� uence of  EU political and 

funding agendas on the framing of their programme, its lines of enquiry and 
methods. 
� eir work stresses the potential relevance of research programmes in criti-
cally confronting the multifarious, inherently complex and o� en contentious 
European heritages. � e contributors address the drives to develop new ap-
proaches to the e� ective study, use and transmission of heritage and to iden-
tify practice that can productively acknowledge diversity, dissent, and event 
frictions. What emerges clearly from their words is the critical place of her-
itage within the public sphere as well as the need for developing discourses 
on heritage that go beyond instrumental political stances. � ey also recognize 
the unavoidable challenge of thinking through heritage in relation to ques-
tions about identity and society, nation and nationalism, and historical and 
contemporary understandings of Europe and being European. � ey believe—
as we do—that these are the present and future challenges for museum and 
heritage studies in Europe, that they might be truly relevant, within and be-
yond the academic sphere.

— Francesca Lanz and Christopher Whitehead
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tion needs to take the cue from the margins to identify innovative heritage 
practices. Re� exivity, i.e., social formats of re-assessing and challenging 
seemingly given normalities, is a crucial dimension in feeding a new Euro-
pean imagination. […]

Europe’s past and present is marked by con� ict and di� erence as much as it is 
marked by rich and diverse cultural heritages. traces claims that Europe will 
be a combination (or concurrence) of many, sometimes contradictory voices, 
or it will not be at all. Its dynamic heritage holds the key to a recon� guration 
of European imagination. Focussing on contentious aspects of heritage is ex-
pected to prepare the ground for solutions to the multiple crises we are facing 
today. Creative and practical, yet theoretically grounded heritage work is ex-
pected to open up new avenues in negotiating current con� icts.»

«Heritage is an important vehicle in building European imagination. It is 
constantly being constructed and reconstructed, according to di� erent cur-
rent needs in di� erent local and regional settings. Performativity relates to 
this productive character of heritage work. Besides examining and re-pro-
ducing already existing understandings of di�  cult pasts, performative herit-performative herit-
ageage crucially aims to re-con� gure existing systems of meaning by developing 
new, interactive, and creative practices. Crucially, this process must be collec-
tive, so that di� erent stakeholders can insert their o� en con� icting positions 
into the debate. traces claims that acknowledging the contentious aspects of 

European heritage is crucial. traces envisages a new Eu-
ropean imagination as an area where interaction between 
di� erent, sometimes contradictory, perspectives and ex-
periences of past and present learn to interact. By engag-
ing with these proactively and collectively, heritage-work 
may become performative.»

gennaro postiglione
«Every con� ict leaves its own legacy on the built envi-
ronment. Ruins, rubbles, but also entire buildings and 
infrastructures mark the European landscapes, remind-
ing us of a past that most people would rather forget. � e 
Recall research project investigated possible forms of in-
tervention on con� ict heritage sites and territories, with 
the aim of overcoming the trauma connected with many 
painful places and stories. � e strategies explored by the 
researchers were based on the aim of acknowledging the 
history of these sites, without reducing or limiting their 
potential to that of a commemorative space and overcom-
ing the tendency of forgetting, abandoning, these places. 
� e erasure from the collective memory of the image, 
presence and vitality of an urban space is a painful act. 
Reasons for such dissolutions are multiple: ideology, al-
teration, progress and, in general, change. Architects and 
designers have the mission to properly question this era-
sure. � ey can develop the capacity to turn this erasure 
into a powerful source of creativity.
� e project was thus based on the attempt to explore a 
possible shi�  from a ‘simply’ commemoration to a more 
active involvement and participation of people in/with 
the places and stories, through an act of ‘reappropria-
tion’.»

patrizia violi
«I believe one cannot speak of a general single cultural 
and symbolic process that can be applied to all so-called 
‘places of trauma’, which are o� en very di� erent based 
on their shape, layout, memory transmission mode, as 
well as political and sometimes ideological intent. In very 
general terms, we can say that all of these places include 
a value which is, generally speaking, the transmission 
of memory. But memory may be functional to di� erent 
symbolic logics and underlying policies. � e huge memo-
rial site built in Nanjing dedicated to the victims of the 
devastation of the city by Chinese troops in 1937 for ex-

Historical confl icts that appear Historical confl icts that appear 
insurmountable on a national and insurmountable on a national and 
institutional level are often more institutional level are often more 
negotiable on a micro-level.negotiable on a micro-level.
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«� e CoHERE project does not shirk from an awareness of the contested 
nature of the political, and indeed moral and philosophical, terrain to be 
explored, where there is a commonplace attachment of ethics to heritage 
that o� en manifests in tacit or overt prescription. � is leads inevitably to 
axiological discussions about exactly which human and social values, if any, 
constitute absolute goods. Following this, other questions emerge: why, and 
(sometimes) where and when did such values develop, or through which his-
torical processes and memory practices—for example through re� ection on 
‘never-again’ iniquities such as genocides? […] 

� ese concern the valorisation of European heritages that enable: the devel-
opment of identities based upon communitarian and egalitarian attitudes; 
non-prejudicial openness to di� erence; a commitment to peace; historical 
awareness; and equal opportunities for social and cultural participation. 
Alongside these, we must recognise that heritage can be and o� en is active 

within quite di� erent ethical constructs—some classi� a-
ble as malign. While these rarely � gure in authorised rep-
resentations, we ignore them at our peril and it is neces-
sary to � nd techniques to represent and understand them 
plurally, relationally, historically (even as they happen) 
and critically.»

Along with (apparently) new divisions across Along with (apparently) new divisions across Along with (apparently) new divisions across 
the EU, fi ssures within the social fabric of the EU, fi ssures within the social fabric of the EU, fi ssures within the social fabric of 
individual states come into view, as political individual states come into view, as political individual states come into view, as political 
polarisation results in seemingly irreconcilable polarisation results in seemingly irreconcilable polarisation results in seemingly irreconcilable 
oppositions between groups. oppositions between groups. oppositions between groups. 

Map of the dialogue.Map of the dialogue.
Voices from EU Voices from EU 
research projects.research projects.
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TRACES is an independent four-monthly refereed 
journal that brings together original contributions to 
explore emerging issues in the � eld of heritage and mu-
seum studies.
Selected papers—collected into sixteen-pages thematic 
signatures, custom designed and printed o� set in a lim-
ited edition—will investigate a common topic from dif-
ferent perspectives with a focus on practices, innovative 
approaches and experimental research actions. 
� ree issues per year: ‘Snapshots’, with graphic-based 
contributions raising questions and investigating prac-
tices; ‘Dialogues’, in which the topic will unfold through 
a semi-structured interview; and ‘Insights’, that will 
expand the � eld of inquiry by means of theoretical and 
empirical critical thoughts. 
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